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Abstract. We show that if G is an operator valued analytic function in the
open right half plane such that the Hankel operator HG with symbol G is of
trace-class, then G has continuous extension to the imaginary axis,

G(∞) := lim
r→∞
r∈R

G(r)

exists in the trace-class norm, and tr(HG) = 1
2

tr(G(0) −G(∞)).

1. Introduction

Let G be a scalar real-rational function whose poles are in the open left half
plane and such that G(∞) = 0. In [1], [4], [5] it was shown that

G(0) = 2
n∑

i=1

λi,(1.1)

where λ1, λ2, . . . , λn are the eigenvalues, counted with their multiplicities, of the
Hankel operator with symbol G. In [7] it was shown that a generalization of this
result is possible in case the symbol is a non-rational Stieltjes function whose asso-
ciated Hankel operator is of trace class. The purpose of this paper is to show that
if G is an operator valued analytic function in the open right half plane such that
the Hankel operator HG with symbol G is of trace-class, then G has a continuous
extension to the imaginary axis,

G(∞) := lim
r→∞
r∈R

G(r)

exists in the trace-class norm, and tr(G(0) − G(∞)) = 2 tr(HG). The existing
results are special cases of the result that is presented in this paper. None of the
existing proofs for the special cases seem to generalize directly to our situation.
Therefore a new approach had to be introduced here. Common, however, with the
methods of proof for the earlier results is that our proof was inspired by system
theoretic methods.

We will assume throughout this paper that all Hilbert spaces are separable.
This assumption is not a limitation, as most of the operators in this paper will be
assumed compact.
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2. Continuous-time transfer functions

with trace-class Hankel operators

Let G be a function analytic in the open right half plane C+ = {λ ∈ C | Re(λ) >
0} with values in L(U ,Y), where U and Y are Hilbert spaces. Here L(U ,Y) denotes
the space of bounded linear operators from U to Y. Recall that the Hardy space
H2
Y(C+) is naturally identified with a closed subspace of L2

Y(iR) and, modulo this
identification, let P+ denote the orthogonal projection of L2

Y(iR) onto H2
Y(C+). By

definition, the Hankel operator with symbol G is the operator

HG : Dom(HG) → H2
U(C+), f 7→ P+MGRf,(2.1)

where (Rf)(λ) = f(−λ) for λ ∈ C+ and f rational in H2
U (C+), MG is the operator

of multiplication with G, and

Dom(HG) = {f ∈ H2
U(C+) | f rational, GRf has horizontal limit a.e. on iR

and the limit function is in L2
Y(iR)}.

We refer to [8] for the theory of Hankel operators and their applications. In this
paper we will be mainly interested in the case when HG is everywhere defined on
H2
U(C+) and it is a bounded operator H2

U(C+) → H2
Y(C+).

Let Gc be an analytic L(U ,Y)-valued function in the open right half plane C+,
where U and Y are Hilbert spaces. We associate to this “continuous-time transfer
function” Gc a “discrete-time transfer function” Gd by (see e.g. [6])

Gd(z) := Gc

(
z − 1
z + 1

)
, |z| > 1.(2.2)

Note that the function Gd, which clearly is analytic outside the unit disk, is also
analytic at ∞.

Further, one can define another operator valued analytic function gd : D →
L(U ,Y) by

gd(z) =
1
z

(
Gd(

1
z
)−Gd(∞)

)
, |z| < 1.(2.3)

The symbols D and T stand for the open unit disk {z ∈ C | |z| < 1} and, respec-
tively, the complex unit circle {z ∈ C | |z| = 1}. Associated with the function gd is
the Hankel operator Hgd

. It is defined by

Hgd
f = P+Mgd

Jf, f ∈ Dom(Hgd
),(2.4)

where (Jf)(z) = f(1/z) for all rational f in H2
U (D) and z ∈ D, Mgd

denotes the
multiplication operator with gd, P+ denotes the orthogonal projection of L2

Y(T)
onto H2

Y(D), and

Dom(Hgd
) = {f ∈ H2

U (D) | f rational, gdJf has radial limit a.e. on iR
and the limit function is in L2

Y(T)}.
The function gd has the Taylor expansion on D

gd(z) =
∑
k≥0

Skzk, |z| < 1,(2.5)

where Sk ∈ L(U ,Y), k ≥ 0. This series is absolutely and uniformly convergent on all
compact subsets of D. It is easy to see that the operator Hgd

has the block-matrix
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Hankel representation

Hgd
=



S0 S1 S2 . . . Sk . . .
S1 S2 S3 . . . Sk+1 . . .
S2 S3 . . .
...

Sk

...


(2.6)

which acts at least formally on `2
U and has values in `2

Y . The operators Sk ∈ L(U ,Y)
are defined as in (2.5). Here the canonical identification of H2

U (D) (H2
Y(D)) with

`2
U (`2

Y) has been used, where `2
U (`2

Y) is the Hilbert space of square summable
sequences of vectors in U (Y).

Let us recall (e.g. see [8]) that, for a Hilbert space H there exists a natural
unitary identification of the Hilbert spaces H2

H(D) and H2
H(C+) given by

VH : H2
H(D) → H2

H(C+), f 7→ (VHf)(·) =
1√

π(1 + ·)f

(
1− ·
1 + ·

)
.(2.7)

Coming back to our situation, just from the definitions (2.1), (2.4) and (2.7), a
straightforward verification (e.g. see Theorem 4.6 in [8]) shows that

HGcVU = VYHgd
.(2.8)

In the following, for a Hilbert space H, we denote by S1(H) the ideal of all trace-
class operators on H. The trace of an arbitrary operator T ∈ L(H) is denoted by
tr(T ) and the trace-class norm is ‖T ‖1 = tr(|T |), where |T | = (T ∗T )1/2. For
standard results on compact and trace-class operators we refer to [2].

Theorem 2.1. Let U be a Hilbert space. Let Gc be an analytic L(U)-valued func-
tion in the open right half plane C+. Assume that the Hankel operator HGc with
symbol Gc is of trace-class. Then Gc admits a ‖ · ‖1-continuous extension to the
imaginary axis iR, including at ±i∞. In particular, the limit

Gc(∞) := lim
r→+∞

r∈R

Gc(r)(2.9)

exists in the norm ‖ · ‖1, the operators Gc(0) and Gc(∞) are nuclear, and

tr(HGc) =
1
2

tr(Gc(0)−Gc(∞)).(2.10)

Proof. Associated to the function Gc, we consider the functions Gd and gd as in
(2.2) and (2.3), respectively, with U = Y. We make use of (2.8) to see that the
Hankel operator HGc acting on H2

U (C+) is unitarily equivalent with the Hankel
operator Hgd

acting in H2
U(D). Hence, the block matrix Hankel operator defined

as in (2.6) is bounded in `2
U and is a trace-class operator.

We consider now the sequence of mutually orthogonal selfadjoint projections
{Pk}k≥0 ∈ L(`2

U ), where Pk is the orthogonal projection from `2
U onto its k-th

component (which we identify with U). Then (see e.g. Theorem III.8.7 in [2]) we
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have that the diagonal block-matrix operator

∑
k≥0

PkHgd
Pk =



S0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 S2 0 0 · · ·

. . .
0 · · · S2k

...
. . .


is of trace-class and

‖
∑
k≥0

PkHgd
Pk‖1 =

∑
k≥0

‖S2k‖1 ≤ ‖Hgd
‖1.(2.11)

Moreover, all the operators S2k, k = 0, 1, . . . , are of trace-class and

tr(Hgd
) = tr(

∑
k≥0

PkHgd
Pk) =

∞∑
n=0

tr(S2n).(2.12)

Note that the sum (2.12) converges absolutely. Also recall (see e.g. [2]) that

| tr(THgd
)| ≤ ‖T ‖ ‖Hgd

‖1

for any bounded operator T with uniform (operator) norm ‖T ‖. If in the above
inequality T is the left shift on `2

U , it follows that the shifted Hankel operator

Hs = THgd
=


S1 S2 S3 S4 · · ·
S2 S3 S4 · · ·
S3 S4 · · ·
S4 · · ·
...


is also of trace-class, since the shift operator is bounded and Hgd

is of trace-class.
As before, we obtain that

‖
∑
k≥0

PkHsPk‖1 =
∑
k≥0

‖S2k+1‖1 ≤ ‖Hs‖1.(2.13)

Therefore, all the operators S2k+1, k = 0, 1, . . . , are of trace-class and

tr(Hs) = tr(
∑
k≥0

PkHsPk) =
∞∑

k=0

tr(S2k+1),

where the sum converges absolutely.
From (2.11) and (2.13) it follows that∑

k≥0

‖Sk‖1 < ∞,

which is an operator version of a result by M. Rosenblum ([3]). Hence the Taylor
series (2.3) of the function gd converges in the ‖ · ‖1-norm for all |z| ≤ 1. Note that,
since all the operators Sn, n = 0, 1, . . . , are of trace-class, gd(z) is also of trace-class
for all z ∈ D. Therefore, gd has a ‖ · ‖1-continuous extension to the unit circle T.
Recovering Gc from (2.2) and (2.3), we get

Gc(λ) =
1− λ

1 + λ
gd

(
1− λ

1 + λ

)
+ gd(0), Re(λ) > 0.(2.14)
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Thus, modulo the multiplication with a scalar function and the addition of the
trace-class operator gd(0) = S0, Gc is obtained from gd by a conformal mapping
of the unit disk D onto the open right half plane C+ such that the unit circle T is
mapped into the imaginary axis iR . Hence Gc has a ‖ · ‖1-continuous extension on
iR , including at ±i∞. In particular, the limit (2.9) exists in the ‖ · ‖1-norm and
the operator Gc(∞) is of trace-class.

Furthermore, the values gd(1) and gd(−1) exist and are given by

gd(1) =
∞∑

k=0

Sk, gd(−1) =
∞∑

k=0

(−1)kSk,

where the sums converge absolutely and uniformly in the norm ‖ · ‖1. From here
and (2.12) we immediately have that

tr(Hgd
) =

∞∑
n=0

tr(S2n) =
1
2

tr(gd(1) + gd(−1)).(2.15)

From (2.14) it follows that

Gc(0) = gd(0) + gd(1), Gc(∞) = gd(0)− gd(−1),

which by subtraction yields

Gc(0)−Gc(∞) = gd(1) + gd(−1).(2.16)

Finally, from (2.15) and (2.16) we obtain the desired formula (2.10).

The celebrated theorem of V.B. Lidsk̆ıi states that the trace of a trace-class
operator T is given by

tr(T ) =
∑
n≥0

λn,

where {λn}n≥0 is the sequence of its eigenvalues, counted according to their muli-
plicities. Therefore, if {λn}n≥0 denotes the sequence of the eigenvalues, counted
with their multiplicities, of the trace-class Hankel operator HGc as in Theorem 2.1
then

tr(Gc(0)−Gc(∞)) = 2
∑
k≥0

λk.

This shows that Theorem 2.1 is a generalization of the previous results as in [1],
[4], [5] (see (1.1)).
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